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Megan Mahoney needed a break. Not only did she need summer break the way all teachers do, but
she also needed to get away from life for a whileâ€”and leave the humiliation of her fiancÃ©
dumping her a month before the wedding behind. What better way to relax than a month-long stay
in Hawaii?Things get off to a rough start when Megan makes a fool of herself at the baggage
carousel, but lucky for her, handsome Drake Hanover is there to sweep her off her feetâ€”or rather,
get her back on them. And, as fate would have it, they are staying at the same resort, one which
Drake intends to buy.While adventure was part of the plan, the two of them, and a few friends, find
themselves caught up in the adventure of a lifetimeâ€”one that involves shadowy figures, plenty of
deception, and a lot of hidden treasure. And what better way to fall in love than over a little bit of
danger in paradise?Billionaire Vacation is a steamy alpha billionaire romance. No cliffhanger and
has a HEA. Includes 3 free bonus full-length novels for a limited time.
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This author has obviously never been to Oahu, Hawaii. Example the truck driver saying it will take
five hours to get to Honolulu. Next, there are so very many errors and wrong or missing words that it
is obvious no editing was done. This implies that the author is either lazy, lazy or lazy. There is no
excuse for the amount of mistakes throughout the books. If an author is going to put so much time

and effort into writing a series of stories they should at least finish it out by editing out the
mistakes.The story is ok, the characters are undeveloped, there is a lot of white space n talking
heads with very stilted dialogue. With just a bit more work this could have been good but was
rushed to print too soon.

Got a ARC of this book for an honest review. From the moment the heroine fell onto the baggage
claim conveyor belt, only to be rescued by the hero, I was hooked. Add a treasure map, Hawaii,
twists and turns: What more could a romance reader wish for? Better editing, perhaps. Missing
words, incorrect words and scrambled syntax occasionally interrupted the flow for me. But not
enough to limit full enjoyment of this novel

Enjoyed all the different characters. The story sometimes got sidetracked, but always pulled back to
the main characters and the romance and love story. Fun to have more than one couple to follow,
but would love to have had more in depth of story line for the other 2 couples. Thanks Nella for a fun
read!

Loved the story of Meg and Drake from the time they met at the baggage claim. Light hearted and
fun. Did think that the book could use some editing and the characters could have some more
depth. Overall it was a fun read.Received an arc copy in return for an honest read.

Save yourself the dollar. Trust me, if I could get mine back,I would. The first five chapters were so
bad I deleted this trash from my account. But before I did, I realized I had suffered thru two of the
FIVE free books at the end and this author needs to be on a do not read list! I should have known
things would be pretty bad when the author is selling SIX BOOKS FOR $0.99!!!The plot is dumb,
what teacher can afford a two month vacation to Hawaii and live in a 4 star resort? How can all
three teachers find the loves of their lives in the first 72 hours? And the three guys are all Olympic
quality swimmers in the architecture field?!?And then there were the grammar and research errors,
the incorrect used of multiple words. Made up towns with major airports. Storms, in only said small
town, that delays one flight in the summer. Huricanes in the Pacific where said Olympic quality
swimmer "takes a break in a cave" And said hurricane is named Buddy?And this was in the first four
chapters - save yourself the wasted time!!!

This was a pleasant read with some unusual plotting. I never really got involved with any of the

characters and found myself rolling my eyes at times over the language used in descriptions of the
intimate scenes. The writer appears to have been more focused on developing the plot than the
characters and the relationships between them. She did make a good effort to display the teasing
nature of the relationship between Meg and Drake, but the individual characters really needed to be
fleshed out more for the story to click.The actual plot was a bit different and is what drove the story,
though the author did make use of quite a bit of mystical help and a LOT of lucky coincidence in
resolving things.Overall it was enjoyable but not a memorable read.I received a free copy in
exchange for an honest review.

Story was ok. So many errors, its very clear that it wasn't proofread or edited. a lot of the
conversations were written in a waythat nobody would really talk. I kept wondering how did this go
to print like this. It made the reading less enjoyable.

I really enjoyed the characters in this story. This booked kept me hooked from the very beginning. It
was a great story, but the editing could have been better. Once again I was not disappointed with
this book.
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